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1. Introduction 
There is a new financial meeting to happen for 2024 where high 

quality financial institution is proposed by central political bureau 

and president in China. So the finance problem has to be provided 

to a new project where it is the most important issue from last year. 

Therein the policy made by us is able to become a big theme where 

it conducts the loan to express an reasonable and justice criterion 

for us to make in the end. [1~2] 

That the serve for entity economy will be provided with loan from 

national bank affords it predictable and preferential policy. The 

policy is to be made by tax legislation firstly and then a certain 

risky amount money is going to be distributed from country tax 

bureau in terms of legislative chapter. At the same time, the loan 

will exhibit justiceˎ reasonable and prediction respects to entity  

 

 

 

 

enterprises on the whole. Therefore, the importance will be 

expressed, meantime, money and loan has to be monitored by 

finance and tax institution directly for our inferring. Furthermore 

the corresponding policies will be built somewhat for justice and 

fair & share.  

This study will discuss the financial innovation of reformation 

through arranging different respects included the macro and micro 

institution reformation. The former is national bank and the latter is 

stock exchange corporation where the financial innovation prevails 

over dominantly. That has been becoming the destination for this 

study. From entity economy to stock exchange company the 

policies made by them will represent their justice and fair for 
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dealing with customers. They can monitor and control the money 

flow where they allocate funds on the whole. 

Digital economy will wield its powerful monitoring function in 

light of the emergent situation at all of common routes and main 

streaming road for us to control the synchronized and reserved 

scenes. So that the detective has been attained securely and 

conveniently if there is any criminal behaviors. The entertainment 

industrial part can provide video effectiveness with 3 Dimensions 

if we use cartoon manufacturing software where it affords us many 

splendid and amazing scenes for acknowledging future science 

fiction action world. 

2. Discussions 
2.1. Sustainable Innovation in Finance & Stock Exchange 

The financial developing and innovating perspective has been 

proposed in new year of 2024 which includes in traditional entity 

development and stock exchange behavior looking forward to 

finding new feasible reformation on the whole. The sustainable 

enterprise will be ongoing to be completed and enlarged for 

reinvesting new industrial respects. Many types of financial 

reformation may be granted to continue investing one for 

renewable resource and energy. Like solar penal and nuclear plant 

& wind turbine it may be considered as sustainability projects 

around the world. The low cost and high efficiency & green 

atmosphere may be called sustainable items where thriving its 

longevity is to be acceptable and benefit. We may insist in eight 

insistence where the financial policy is presented through studying 

Chinese central political bureau spirit in 2024. It has been 

affording a new one for us to follow its soul from the beginning of 

2024 which emphasizes the people centred calls. Only in this way 

can we acquire a series of successful achievements in Chinese 

financial reformation in the future. Because the call represents 

general person tendency the other will not be replaced with. The 

eight insistence shall wield the core effectiveness in this year and 

future for a long time. It has indicated that it may be granted to just 

like a man with armor can finish the splendid combat for 

triumphing over the competition. Don’t forget the main people in 

heart they will be providing the vitalization gem for investing 

sustainability enterprise entity where the victory calls for us. 

The stock exchange will be reflecting the whole and individual 

corporation situation where the exchange amount expresses the 

good or bad one i.e. bull market and bear one. Like in Figure 1 the 

stock benefit and whole efficiency has to be correlative where the 

whole efficiency corresponds to stock one. On the other hand, the 

former may be combined into the latter even in individual 

corporation. The main innovation tendency for sustainable entity 

will be presented with dot line where the advantage entity wields 

its effective force in efficiency at all. We must invest to the 

advantage enterprise for obtaining bigger benefit as a rewards 

which includes in many chosen list candidates. Thereon, only parts 

of them may have been provided as advantage ones from them 

becoming optimized ones who contribute to economical high 

quality development as sustainable enterprises. Financial 

institution may be reformed where the sustainability is emphasized 

and highlighted because it may be reflecting the sustainable entities 

activity on the view of exchangeable amount value. For the sake of 

the whole perspective improvement the stock transaction needs to 

be progressed gradually from government stands and planning 

economic constitution. The government related to must be making 

details strategic planning lists throughout analyzing the respective 

advantageous and disadvantageous respects for different groups 

like sustainability substantial one (Entity) and stock market 

companies. The institutions of finance is to be put forwards upon 

classifying in detailed one into respective functions for established 

classification in terms of their functional principles. 

 
Figure 1 The graph schema in high quality of financial 

institution. 

Dot line presents innovation tendency of stock transaction. 

You can choose the stocks with transacting amount, price and 

shares in turns for chasing price increasing amplitude ones from 

your chosen stock pool T+1(T means purchasing day; 1 is one day) 

where it expresses you could buying yesterday and selling today. 

There are other T    T   etc. Situation for us to determine the 

purchasing and selling opportunity where the best opportunity 

indicates the increasing amplitude is more than 20%~30%. The 

short term has been centered where the owning stocks time is to be 

being 2days~4 days usually. If you own 600 shares maybe the one 

thousand to three thousand yuan will be earned by you within those 

days. The holding time is only three days or even less during short 

times. This kind of short term operation will carry out many times 

for transacting shares throughout the whole judgement whose 

decisions bring out new profitability with lower absorbing and 

higher tossing. Within several days the frequently transacting will 

be being created for acquiring maximized profitability with various 

times. Probably you can utilize the software for judging the 

situation and buy and sell stocks then choosing reasonable time to 

transact. There is last 30 minutes to be entry for buying and selling 

in the next day in first 30 minutes by stock operator. They can 

choose stocks of 2~9% with amplitude of increasing and 1.1~5 

with transacting amount rate, In addition, the one with turnover 

rate 5~20% can be bought, at last the stock price with 5~80 Yuan 

will be looked for. For individual and organizations the maximized 

profit is to be acquired in stock market that has been provided for 

them if the feasible strategic planning is utilized like portfolio 

where the combining investment is used. In order to reduce the 

risky money from there the portfolio [3] has been utilized by them 

for distributing investment risk where the unrelated two and many 

stocks may be chosen to investing capitals.  

2.2.  AI Digital Economy 

The Digital China etc. policies have been continued to enhanced. 

The AI(Artificial intelligence) new applications continue to push 

update and digital economy new infrastructure will be hopeful to 

contribute to algorithm network upgrade. Later the AI application 

hopes to be vibrating with policies and demands. [4] Its production 

is to master material internet and visual artificial intelligence key 

technology where researches in domestic firstly new generation 

communication basal station with concentrating on dynamic 

environmental monitorˎ AI door prohibiting systemsˎ picture 

scouting monitor and control saving systems. [5] It can cover more 

than twenty provinces and cities with that service and production. 

Its company is to concentrating on digital securityˎ AI hardwareˎ 
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AI administration wisdom financeˎ wisdom archivesˎ system 

integration and management service etc. field where it constructs 

multi field and high-end AI card productsˎ digital RMB(Ren min 

bi) coin package with inserting software and digital based on 

security product, it is to enable AI terminalˎ software platforms and 

management service with one body solution plan to be extension 

special systems. [6] 

The big technologyˎ digital economy and artificial intelligence is 

three main track in current society. Artificial intelligence includes 

in mathematical powerˎ digital capitalˎ ChatGPT direction may be 

promoted and wind artificial intelligence exponent may enhance. 

At the same time, BaiDu company distributes financial report and 

exhibits dedicates to that forming AI and big language model 

construction to establish new engine so as to promote long increase 

and recover AI enterprise. [7] In 2023 the National Enterprise 

Strategies new industrial arrangement with raising more than 2 

percents so that the enterprises will be predicted that new emphasis 

mobile communicationˎ AI promotes the speed of investment and 

purchase. [8] Digital China policies propose under the background 

of AI new continuous application the digital economy of new 

infrastructure has been hopeful to unify mathematical power 

internet upgrade. In the second year AI application will enable the 

vibration between policies and demands in order to catalyse AI 

revision and dig low evaluation value stock. 

The golden nine and silver ten means that September and October 

may be entry into autumn when the consumption and investment 

will be formed with mood in this harvest period. It may enable the 

consumption to promote its strength so that it indicates the 

financial conception with the time seasonableness. [9]  

In order to seize the golden nine and silver ten many vehicles 

enterprise may enable to join new price war. In August it reduces 

price then in September many of them join to reduce tidy as well. 

In special high-end vehicle model S and X of Tesla will enable to 

lower the price with maxima to 110~220 thousands. Others include 

in Lingpaoˎ Jili Panda Miniˎ Xiaopengˎ Beyondˎ Yiqi Volveˎ GM 

Shangqiˎ Qirui new energyˎ Volve Shangqiˎ WENJie where they 

have lowered price some degree.  

The Ningbo Huaxiang (code No. 002048) majors in auto mobile 

components designˎ developmentˎ make and sale who belongs to 

auto mobile Maker. It becomes the major components supplier 

with traditional vehicle and new energy vehicle maker where it 

may include in Weilaiˎ Qirui and Xiaopeng etc..  

Overall, throughout the digitally technological tools the more 

surprisingly and startlingly activeness and effectiveness will have 

been completed in recent future. Only throughout high 

technologically digital economy can the over splendidly brilliant 

ones be achieved at all for satisfying all respective demands. On 

the other side, the financial innovation will be providing 

sponsorship for building digitally economic world. At the same 

time, the managed administration and control at the manufacturer 

and place of monitoring and managing will have been used for big 

data and digitalization planning so that the conveniently  

immediately & accurately controlling is available.  

3. Conclusions 
Situation for us to determine the purchasing and selling 

opportunity where the best opportunity indicates the increasing 

amplitude is more than 20%~30%. The short term has been 

centered where the owning stocks time is to be being 2days~4 days 

usually. If you own     shares maybe the one thousand to three 

thousand yuan will be earned by you within those days. The other 

effectiveness factor has amplitude of increasing  transacting amount 

rate  turnover rate   stock price etc..On the other side, the financial 

innovation will be providing sponsorship for building digital 

economic world. At the same time, the managed administration 

and control at the manufacturer and place of monitoring and 

managing will have been used for digitalization planning so that 

the convenient  immediate   accurate controlling is available.  
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